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Fiduciary Duties 

Profit + Conflict rule  

Chan v Zacharia (1984): The conflict rule "significant possibility of conflict existed between his 

fiduciary duty and his personal interest". 

The profit rule "by use or by reason of his fiduciary position obtained or received or of opportunity 

or knowledge resulting from it". 

Court found a fiduciary duty still did exist even though the partnership had ended because they were 

being wound up so they can cooperate in and act consistently with the agreed procedure for the 

realization, application and distribution of partnership property. 

Grimaldi (2012): can be a conflict of interest and duty (Conflict of interest) or a conflict of duty and 

duty (to more than one principal).  The nature of the interest must of some possible pecuniary value.  

Breen v Williams: Fiduciary duty is not prescriptive (cannot make them do something) it is only 

proscriptive.  

Regal Hastings: The director's were acting in good faith, but still made a profit thus it was a breach 

of fiduciary rules. It does not matter that the company could not have made the transaction without 

the personal funding of the directors, it is still a breach of fiduciary duty. They were only able to 

make that profit due to their positions as the fiduciary.  

Boardman v Phipps: Company was being run badly, Boardman and Phipps bought shares personally 

and achieved a profit for the company and themselves. It does not matter that the trust could not 

buy more shares, there was a possibility of conflict between Boardman's advice to the trustees and 

acquiring shares themselves, only needs to be a 'mere possibility', however the Chan interpretation 

of significant possibility is favoured because it's an Australian case and Boardman is an English case. 

List of Status Based fiduciaries  
Trustee-Beneficiary  

Director-Company→Regal Hastings 

Partner-Partner→ Chan v Zacharia 

Agent-Principal→McKenzie v Mcdonald or Kelly v Cooper 

Solicitor-Client→use Farrington v Rowe 

Farrington v Rowe: F gets compensation from an accident and seeks advice from solicitors on how 

to invest. The firms advises F to incest into a land development company who also happened to be a 

client of the firm and the firm had pecuniary interest in them. There was a conflict of interest 

because the has an investment in the company and F wants the best or safest investment, thus there 

could be bias from the firm due to their pecuniary interest in the company. 

Mckenzie v McDonald: A vulnerable land owner was taken advantage of by agent. Agent tells them 

to sell for less than intended and then bought it. Agent also told her to buy agent's property for 

more than what it was valued.  Conflict of interest and profit. Only way to avoid this is full disclosure 

and arms-length dealing.  



Kelly v Cooper: Defendant Agent was acting for two vendors where vendor has a duty to both tell 

information to one vendor but also keep the purchaser's information confidential. However, there is 

an implied term of contract that agents may work for competing interests and has no need to 

disclose confidential information. 

Scope  
Grimaldi: …pecuniary value in a decision taken or a transaction effected, within the scope of a 

fiduciary's duties.  

Regal (Hastings): profit made by the use of, or because of the fiduciary's obligation to his or her 

principal.  Director owes duties to the company.  

Galvanics v Brunninghausen: director shareholder relationship was found because there was direct 

share dealing, the structure of the company (2 shareholders, familial relationship) and the 

shareholders entire dependence on director for information and advice that negotiations were being 

made. 

Birtchnell: subject matter over which the fiduciary obligations extend…can be determined from 

express agreement of parties (written or not) and from the course of dealing actually pursued by the 

firm.  

Chan: partnership was terminated, but scope of duty of loyalty meant that obligations subsisted post 

termination. Look at partnership deed and conduct of parties.  

Hospital Products v USS→commercial character of manufacturer-distributor relationship: There 

was not fiduciary duty, only a contractual relationship. There was a clause called the best effort 

clause to do their best in promoting USS but HP were still allowed to work in their own interest, so 

contract circumvented duty, because commercial each part could and should look after it's own 

interests.  However, J Mason has suggested there is a limited fiduciary obligation on hospital 

products to protect the good will of USS. 

Mason J's Indicia  

1. F undertakes or agrees to act; 

2. For or on behalf of or in the interests of another person; 

3. In the exercise of a power or discretion; 

4. Affecting the interests of the other person in a legal or practical sense;  

5. The fiduciary has the special opportunity to exercise the power or discretion;  

6. To the detriment of the other person;  

7. there is vulnerability of the other person to abuse by the fiduciary of his or her position. 

Mason J has also stated that the fiduciary obligations must be consistent with contract. The fiduciary 

obligation cannot be superimposed upon the contract and alter the operation which the contract 


